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'ABSTRACT 

In northeastern Placer County, California, along the North Fork of 

the American River, folded and metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks are in con-

tact with a homoclinal succession of Mesozoic rocks. The Paleozoic 

rocks, part of the Blue Canyon Formation of the Calavaras Group, consist 

predominately of quartz metawacke, metasiltstone, slate, and metachert. 

The Mesozoic rocks crop out to the northeast of the Blue Canyon Forma-

tion. They are mainly of the Early to Middle Jurassic Sailor Canyon 

Formation, which is composed of feldspathic graywacke, siltstone, shale, 

and volcanogenic rocks. Between the Blue Canyon and Sailor Canyon For-

mations are conglomerate, liraestone, and siltstone of Triassic(?) age. 

In the Blue Canyon Formation layering (Ŝ .) and foliation (S„) main-

ly strike northwest and dip steeply southwest; however, orientations of 

S_ are also distributed about a beta-axis (3), which plunges moderately 

to the northwest and is parallel to the plane of S„. Mesoscopic fold 

axes and lineations are subparallel to 3« A. metamorphic alignment of 

micas (S-) parallels S„ and is transected by S_ in pelitic rocks. 

In the Sailor Canyon Formation bedding (S, ) consistently strikes 
b 

northwest and dips raoderately to the northeast. Metamorphic foliation 

is absent except for a weak alignment of micas near the contact with the 

Triassic(?) units. At most other localities metamorphism is weak and 

static, and sedimentary textures are well-preserved. 

The Triassic(?) units contain a foliation which parallels S^ of the 

Blue Canyon Formation, but bedding in these units appears conformable 

only with Ŝ^ of the Sailor Canyon Formation and not with S . Apparently, 
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the contact bctween the Triassic(?) units and the Blue Canyon Formation 

is an angular unconformity. 

Possibly, rocks of the Blue Canyon Formation were folded or tilted 

during an early period of deformation (D^?) which preceded deposition of 

the Triassic(?) units and during which S formed. A later deformational 

event (D_) involved penetrative shear and incomplete transposition of S 

and S into the plane of S in the Blue Canyon Formation and northeast-

ward tilting, possibly in association with major fold development, in the 

Mesozoic units. During D , shearing associated with the development of 

S_ attenuated upward and eastward, dying out in the Sailor Canyon Forma-

tion. 

D (?) may be an expression of the Permian-Triassic Sonoma Orogeny, 

D apparently corresponds to the classical Nevadan Orogeny, which affec-

ted rocks of the Sierra Nevada during Late Jurassic time. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope 

Pre-Cretaceous rocks of sedimentary and volcanic origin in the 

Sierra Nevada Range, California, are coraplexly deforraed and metaraor-

phosed, These rocks are poorly exposed in the northern half of the 

range because of dense vegetation and because much of the region is 

covered by a thick regolith of Tertiary volcanic debris and alluvium, 

Most of the southern half of the range is occupied by the chiefly Creta-

ceous Sierra Nevada batholith. Here, pre-Cretaceous rocks are exposed 

only in roof pendants and in narrow belts along the raargins of the bath-

olith. Because pre-Cretaceous rocks are poorly and discontinuously ex-

posed, and because they commonly exhibit coraplex deforraational and meta-

morphic relationships, the pre-Cretaceous structural history of the 

Sierra Nevada is difficult to assess. However, at least one raajor defor-

raational event is widely recognized, the classical Late Jurassic Nevadan 

Orogeny. This event is characterized principally by north to northwest 

trending structures and by regional raetamorphisra of the greenschist 

facies. In addition, raost investigators cite evidence for one or more 

deformational and/or metamorphic events which preceded the Nevadan 

Orogeny and which may have occurred during Paleozoic time. 

Throughout most of the Sierra Nevada region Triassic and Jurassic 

rocks appear to exhibit fewer generations of structures than Paleozoic 

rocks, and at a few localities the boundary between Paleozoic and Meso-

zoic rocks is reported to be an angular unconformity. One such locality 
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is in the northeastern Sierra Nevada where a near-homoclinal succession 

of Triassic and Jurassic rocks is in apparent unconformable contact with 

folded Paleozoic rocks (Clark and others, 1962), This contact is of 

regional importance because it forras the boundary between two lithologic 

and structural belts which extend the length of the range, The purpose 

of this investigation is to exaraine structual relationships within and 

between Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks exposed near the contact and to re-

assess the nature of the contact, Thus, the study focuses on the rela-

tionship between Mesozoic (Nevadan) and Paleozoic deforraations, a sub-

ject of regional iraportance in the Sierra Nevada, 

Location and Geography 

The study area is located in Placer County, California, along a 

portion of the North Fork of the American River, approximately 8 km (5 

miles) south of the village of Cisco (Fig. 1), Access is via the Forest 

Hill Divide road, which connects Foresthill and Soda Springs. Nearby 

cities include Carson City, Nevada, 65 km (40 miles) to the east, and 

Sacramento, California, 120 km (75 miles) to the southwest. 

Relief in the area is great. The American River, which flows west 

through a deep canyon, is at an elevation of approximately 1000 m (3300 

feet) above sea level, whereas the Forest Hill Divide, which parallels 

the canyon and is about 5 km (3 miles) south of the American River, is 

nearly 2000 m (6600 feet) above sea level (Fig. 2), Precipitation in 

the region is high, with most occurring from October to May, Snowfall 

is heavy at higher elevations, As a consequence, portions of the Forest 

Hill Divide road may not open until late June or July. Most of the study 
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area is covered by thick timber or brush. Higher elevations are charac-

terized by stands of lodgepole pine and dense thickets of shrubbery, 

lower elevations by stands of cedar and oak. Comraonly, rocky areas are 

covered by raanzanita. Poison oak and rattlesnakes are hazards below an 

elevation of 1500 m (4900 feet). 

Methods of Study 

Field raapping was conducted during the raonths of May to July, 1974, 

utilizing the Duncan Peak and Royal Gorge U.S.G.S. 7 1/2 minute quad-

rangle topographic raaps. Aerial photographs also were used as a supple-

raentary raapping tool. Orientations of bedding, lineations, foliations, 

fold axes, and axial planes were recorded from an area approximately 

3 km (2 miles) either side of the previously mapped Paleozoic-Mesozoic 

contact. Additional lithologic contacts were mapped where possible. 

Sketches were made and photographs taken of folds and other mesoscopic 

structural features, and both oriented and non-oriented field samples 

were collected. Sixty thin sections were utilized to determine the pet-

rography and texture of the field samples. Mineral percentages were 

determined by visual estimate. Mesoscopic data was interpreted utiliz-

ing a Schmidt equal-area net with an eighteen centimeter diaraeter. Con-

toured projections were prepared by counting percentages of data points 

contained in areas equal to one percent of the net area and centered 

about points on a one centimeter grid. 

Regional Setting 

The Sierra Nevada is a north-northwesterly trending mountain range, 

80 to 130 km (50 to 80 miles) wide and over 600 km (375 miles) long. 
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which extends through easternmost California. It has a steep eastern 

slope and a gentle western slope and is bounded on the east by the 

Sierra Nevada fault system and on the west by the Great Valley of Cal-

ifornia, The Sierra Nevada generally is assuraed to be a great structural 

block which was uplifted and tilted westward during Cenozoic tirae (Bate-

man and Wahrhaftig, 1966), Early investigators in the region recognized 

a "bedrock series" of igneous and metaraorphic rocks and a "superjacent 

series" of sediraentary and volcanic rocks, The "superjacent series" is 

of Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic age and chiefly is flat-lying and unde-

forraed, The "bedrock series" is coraprised primarily of Paleozoic, Tri-

assic, and Jurassic metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks and Cretaceous 

plutonic bodies which make up the Sierra Nevada batholith. The metasedi-

mentary and metavolcanic rocks can be divided into three parallel belts 

in the middle and northern portions of the range, and roof pendants in 

the southern portion of the Sierra Nevada are probably extensions of 

these belts. Schweickert and Cowan (1975) applied the terms Eastern, 

Central, and Western to the belts, basing their distinctions mainly on 

age and lithology (Fig. 3). Most exposures in the Western and Eastern 

Belts are of Jurassic metavolcanic and volcanogenic metasediraentary 

rocks; however, Paleozoic metasediraentary rocks are present at a few 

localities in the Eastern Belt, The Central Belt is coraposed predomin-

antly of Paleozoic metasedimentary rocks, This study is of a portion of 

the boundary between the Central and Eastern Belts; therefore, the geo-

logy of these two belts is discussed in greater detail below. 
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Geology of the Central and 

Eastern Belts 

The Central Belt raainly occupies the western slope and foothills 

region of the Sierra Nevada, whereas the Eastern Belt lies along the 

crest of the range. The two belts are separated by rocks of the Sierra 

Nevada batholith in most areas but are in contact in portions of the 

northern Sierra Nevada where the Eastern Belt becomes more continuous, 

At two localities the boundary between the belts is reported to be an 

unconformity, One of these localities is the subject of this investi-

gation; the other is near Taylorsville, in the northemmost part of the 

range (Diller, 1908; McMath, 1966), Also, the angular unconformity be-

tween Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks reported by Brook and others (1974) 

in a roof pendant within the Eastern Belt may be equivalent to the un-

conformity between the Central and Eastern Belts (Schweichert and Cowan, 

1975, p, 1332), 

Central Belt 

Most rocks of the Central Belt are assigned the naraes of either the 

Calavaras Forraation (Turner, 1893) or the Shoo Fly Forraation (Diller, 

1908), The narae Calavaras predominates in southern and central portions 

of the belt, Shoo Fly is most common in the north, Stratigraphic sub-

division of Central Belt rocks has been accomplished in some areas, 

chiefly in the north, but correlation between these areas and those to 

the south is difficult or impossible, Ages of Central Belt rocks range 

from Sílurian to Permian, based on scanty fossil evidence, Lithologies 

are primarily slate, phyllite, metasiltstone, metagraywacke, and meta-

chert, with lesser amounts of metaconglomerate, quartzite, metavolcanic 
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rocks, and metaraorphosed carbonate rocks, Percentage of metavolcanic 

rocks increases in the northern portion of the belt, Metamorphism is 

chiefly of the greenschist facies, but may be of the low- or medium-

grade hornfels facies in close proxiraity to batholithic rocks, 

In raost areas rocks of the Central Belt are strongly deformed, 

Slaty cleavage is well-developed in pelitic units, whereas cherts and 

other competent rocks commonly exhibit flexure folds, Bedding is thought 

by some to be transposed or isoclinally folded (Christensen, 1963; Baird, 

1962; Redraond, 1966), whereas others report wide areas where the sequence 

is simply steeply dipping and homoclinal (Clark, 1964), Structural 

trends are mainly north or northwest, parallel to the general trend of 

the belt, Foliations and axial planes of folds comraonly dip steeply, 

either to the east or west, and most rainor fold axes and other lineations 

plunge steeply, Structural style and apparent deforraational intensity 

vary transversly across the belt, Redmond (1966) reports that the west-

ern portion of the belt shows the influence of shearing associated with 

moveraents along the Melones fault zone, whereas the eastern portion of 

the belt exhibits deforraation caused by intrusion of the Sierra Nevada 

batholith, The inner portion of the belt is unaffected by either of 

these deformations but was isoclinally folded along a north-northeast 

trend during an earlier (probably Paleozoic) event (Redmond, 1966), 

Eastern Belt 

Because of the discontinuous nature of the Eastern Belt in the 

southern and central Sierra Nevada, formation names have been applied 

only locally, Clark (1930) placed all Jurassic rocks of the belt north 
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of Lake Tahoe in the Milton Formation. Eastern Belt rocks consist raainly 

of andesite flows and tuffs, volcanoclastic sediraentary rocks, graywacke, 

and calcareous clastic sediraentary rocks, all of Early to Middle Jurassic 

age, Late Triassic liraestone and sandstone as well as Paleozoic strata 

are present in some areas, Fossils, particulary ammonites, are found at 

several localities within the Eastern Belt, These rocks may display syn-

kineraatic or static metamorphism or both, although in some areas metamor-

phism is lacking or only incipient, In general, Eastern Belt rocks show 

more continuous bedding and display fewer deformations than do Central 

Belt rocks, Bedding in the Eastern Belt raay be folded into a large syn-

cline which has a horizontal axis trending parallel to the length of the 

belt, This structure is referred to as the "Nevadan syncline" and is 

thought by some to represent the structural axis of the Sierra Nevada 

(for example, McMath, 1966, p, 174). 

Previous Work in Study Area 

Pre-Cretaceous rocks of the study area were the subject of several 

earlier investigations. Lindgren (1897, 1900) mapped general lithologic 

and structural relationships and distinguished three main rock units, 

They include the Carboniferous Blue Canyon Formation of the Calavaras 

Group, the "Juratrias" Sailor Canyon Forraation, and an unnaraed diabase 

porphyry (Fig, 4), The Blue Canyon Forraation consists mainly of slate, 

quartzitic sandstone, and weakly metamorphosed chert and limestone, The 

chert unit which crops out within the area is referred to as the "Duncan 

chert", the name derived from Duncan Peak, located just south of Sailor 

Canyon (Fig, 1), A limestone lens located along the contact between the 
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Blue Canyon and Sailor Canyon Formations is reported to contain fossils 

of Paleozoic age (Lindgren, 1900), The Sailor Canyon Formation consists 

mainly of dark gray to black calcareous slates interbedded with subordi-

nate quartzite and limestone. Tuffaceous rocks are found in the eastem 

part of the area, near the diabase porphyry (Fig, 4). Two fossil local-

ities in the lower portion of the Sailor Canyon section (in Sailor Canyon 

and near the mouth of New York Canyon) contain "Juratrias" ammonites 

(Lindgren, 1900), At the base of the Sailor Canyon section is a chert-

slate conglomerate which rests unconformably on chert of the Blue Canyon 

Formation (Lindgren, 1900). 

A well developed, steeply dipping foliation, which strikes west to 

northwest, is present in Blue Canyon rocks; these rocks have a "more com-

pressed appearance" than those of the Sailor Canyon Forraation, The 

Sailor Canyon section, which is unfoliated, probably is an upright, near-

homoclinal sequence, the beds of which strike N30W and dip 50 to 70NE 

(Lindgren, 1897, 1900), 

Clark (1930) correlated Sailor Canyon rocks with the Milton Forma-

tion of Turner (1894), The Milton type locality is near Sierra City, 

approxiraately 40 km (25 miles) north of the study area. Clark's (1930) 

description and depictions of the Milton and Calavaras sections along 

the North Fork of the American River are shown in Figure 5. His conclu-

sions which apply to rocks of the present investigation are suramarized 

as follows: 

1) Directions of bedding tops indicate that rocks of the Milton 

Formation form a large syncline with a horizontal axis, Folding was 

during the Late Jurassic Nevadan Orogeny, The Snow Mountain andesite 
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breccia member (diabase porphyry of Lindgren, 1897) of the Milton Forma-

tion occupies the axial region of this syncline, 

2) Epiclastic materials of the Milton Formation were derived from 

erosion of the Calavaras Formation, 

3) Milton rocks contain no foliation except for a weak schistosity 

present in the lowermost units of the section, a schistosity which is 

observable only in thin section. This schistosity probably is associ-

ated with the Nevadan Orogeny. The only other metamorphism evident in 

Milton rocks in the New York and Sailor Canyon areas is very weak and 

static. 

4) Folds of mesoscopic scale are present in Milton rocks, but are 

of limited extent and local origin. 

5) The boundary between the Calvaras and Milton Formations is an 

unconformity, but the chert-slate conglomerate described by Lindgren 

(1900) is not the basal Milton unit. This conglomerate crops out west 

of the limestone lens (Fig. 4) described by Lindgren (1900) as contain-

ing Paleozoic fossils, therefore, the conglomerate raust be part of the 

Calavaras Formation. 

More recently, Clark and others (1962) examined the Paleozoic-

Mesozoic contact within the study area and concluded that the basal con-

glomerate is of Mesozoic age and that the limestone lens originally 

dated as Paleozoic by Lindgren (1900) is of Late Triassic(?) age. The 

geologic map of Clark and others (1962) is shown in Figure 6. These 

writers correlated Paleozoic rocks of the study area with those of the 

Shoo Fly Formation, thereby discarding the names Blue Canyon Formation 

and Calavaras Group. 
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Part of the study area also was included in an investigation by 

Redmond (1966), and data obtained from mesoscopic structures in his 

subarea I is shown in Figure 7. He concluded that Paleozoic rocks with-

in this subarea are folded into a synformal anticline. The trend of the 

axis of this structure is N40W. In addition, Redmond (1966) determined 

the long axis of strain in Early Jurassic ammonites from near the Trin-

idad Mine (locality 7 in Figure 6). Orientations of these axes are shown 

in Figure 7. According to Redmond (1966), the ammonites were deformed 

during the Nevadan Orogeny. 





Fxgure 7. — Orientations of mesoscopic structural features in subarea 

I of Redmond (1966). Sketch in lower right shows location 
of Redmond's subarea I with respect to the area of this 
study (dashed rectangle). 
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CHAPTER II 

LITHOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY 

The "bedrock series" in the study area includes Paleozoic and Mes-

ozoic metasedimentary, metavolcanic, and plutonic igneous rocks. The 

contact between this and the overlying "superjacent series" was mapped 

during this investigation, but detailed observations were confined to 

the former. Five major lithologic divisions are distinguished within 

the "bedrock series": the Paleozoic Blue Canyon Formation, the Early 

to Middle Jurassic Sailor Canyon Formation, Triassic(?) units identified 

by Clark and others (1962), the Snow Mountain andesite, and Mesozoic 

intrusive rocks. Paleozoic rocks are assigned to the Blue Canyon Forma-

tion of the Calvaras Group (Lindgren, 1897, 1900) because these names 

have historical priority and because they are presently the most widely 

used. Clark's (1930) correlation of the Sailor Canyon Forraation and 

Snow Mountain andesite with the Milton Forraation is not disputed, but 

the former names are retained in this report. 

Blue Canyon Forraation 

Rocks of the Blue Canyon Formation crop out in the western half of 

the study area. At most localities these rocks are folded and/or foli-

ated, and they display apparent low grade metamorphism. Two rock units 

were delineated within the formation, a "clastic unit" in the extreme 

westem portion of the study area, and the "Duncan chert", which crops 

out to the east of the "clastic unit" and to the west of the Mesozoic 
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succession (Plate I). The contact between these two units is grada-

tional, although the apparent gradation may be a product of the defor-

mation experienced by these rocks. Age relationships and original 

stratigraphic thicknesses of the units are unknown. Lithologic descri-

ptions given below are based on those rocks which have experienced the 

least apparent deformation. 

"Clastic Unit" 

The "clastic unit" predominantly is coraposed of quartz metawacke, 

metasiltstone, and slate. Lesser amounts of metachert, quartzite, and 

possibly metavolcanic rocks also are present. Bedding ranges in thick-

ness from a few centimeters in fine-grained pelitic rocks to several 

meters or more in metawacke and quartzite. Beds in which clasts grade 

from coarse sand size or larger to silt size are coramon. The metasilt-

stone and metawacke are composed of well-rounded to sub-angular clasts 

in a finely crystalline matrix, which probably consists of such rainerals 

as sericite, quartz, chlorite, stilpnoraelane, goethite, pyrite, and 

other opaque minerals. Euhedral porphyroblasts of pyrite, which range 

in size up to a few raillimeters on a side, are comraon in some rocks, 

Quartz constitutes 95 percent or raore of the clastic grains, The reraain-

ing clasts are of chert, potassium feldspar, plagioclase, muscovite, and 

tourmaline, Typically, rock matrix varies between 25 percent and 75 

percent of the total rock volurae, 

"Duncan Chert" 

The "Duncan chert" consists mainly of metachert and siliceous slate. 
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but beds of argillaceous slate, black (graphitic?) slate, chert metacon-

glomerate, and possibly metavolcanic rocks also are present, Black slate 

is most coramon in the northern one-third of the outcrop area. Bedding 

thicknesses range from a few milimeters in black slate to 50 centimeters 

or more in metachert, At most localities bedding thickness in raetachert 

and siliceous slate is from three to ten centiraeters, These siliceous 

rocks are composed of microcrystalline quartz (comraonly recrystallized 

to raegaquartz), sericite, pyrite, and other opaque rainerals, Quartz 

content ranges frora greater than 90 percent in the purest chert to about 

50 percent in siliceous slate, Opaque minerals constitute less than 10 

percent of the rock volume in raetachert and siliceous slate, Character-

istically, these rocks contain spherulitic masses, from 50 to 150 microns 

in diameter, which are more coarsly crystalline than the surrounding rock 

mass, According to Clark (1930), these are "ghosts" of radiolarians. 

Radiating features resembling radiolarian ornamentation are present on 

some of the "ghosts", and other elongate and triaxial "ghosts", which 

are present in some rocks, may be relict sponge spicules, 

Sailor Canyon Forraation 

The Sailor Canyon Forraation is a well-bedded succession of Lower 

to Middle Jurassic sediraentary and volcanic rocks, This unit is at least 

3000 meters thick and crops out over most of the eastern half of the 

study area, The formation overlies Triassic(?) units, which crop out to 

the west, and is overlain by the Snow Mountain andesite, which crops out 

to the east (Plate I). Bedding strikes north-northwesterly and dips to 
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the east at moderate to steep angles, Locally, the rocks display evi-

dence of weak s^mkinematic metamorphism or are recrystallized to a low 

grade hornfels containing minerals such as chlorite, epidote, calcite, 

pyrite, and prehnite, However, at most localities the rocks display 

only incipient metamorphisra; hence, they are described below without 

utilizing metamorphic nomenclature. 

At the base of the formation is a non-bedded volcanic unit consis-

ting of augite-andesite and andesitic breccia and tuff. This unit is 

from 50 to 150 meters thick and is overlain by an impure chert and sili-

ceous shale unit which, in tum, is overlain by a black shale unit con-

taining large amounts of pyrite, carbonaceous raatter (graphite?), and 

calcite. Total thickness of the latter two units is probably no raore 

than a few tens of meters. Most of the lower two-thirds of the Sailor 

Canyon section consists of interlayered, commonly calcareous, felds-

pathic grajmacke, siltstone, and shale. Commonly, bedding in these units 

is from 10 to 50 centimeters thick; convolute lamination and load struc-

tures are common within the thicker beds. The feldspathic graywacke 

consists of angular clasts of quartz and feldspar in a raatrix of fine 

raicaceous and/or clay rainerals. Locally, calcite raay coraprise up to 50 

percent of this matrix, which usually is 20 to 40 percent of the total 

rock volume, Clasts are con̂ josed of quartz (75-90 percent), plus plag-

ioclase and potassium feldspar (10-25 percent). Tuffaceous sediraentary 

rocks, volcanic graŷ ^̂ acke, and lithic conglomerate are common in the 

upper one-third of the section. The conglomerate units are poorly bedded 

and contain angular clasts of andesite and andesitic tuff. At least one 

polymictic conglomerate unit is present. It contains clasts of quartz. 
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quartz cataclasite, chert, slate, andesite, graywacke, and limestone. 

Age of the Sailor Canyon Formation is based on numerous Early Jurassic 

ammonities and other fossils reported by Clark and others (1962) from 

the lower portion of the formation and on a Middle Jurassic ammonite 

reported by Clark (1930) in the uppermost portion of the forraation. 

Triassic(?) Units 

Several rock units of possible Triassic age crop out between the 

Blue Canyon and Sailor Canyon Formations (Plate I), Apparently, the 

contact between these rocks and the underlying Blue Canyon Formation is 

an angular unconformity (Clark and others, 1962), Structural relation-

ships which suggest the presence of this unconformity are discussed in 

following chapters, The lowermost Triassic(?) unit is a coarse, non-

bedded, poorly sorted chert conglomerate which locally attains a thick-

ness of 25 meters or more, Overlying this conglomerate is an argilla-

ceous liraestone unit which is approximately 125 meters thick just north 

of the American River, but is not present to the south (Clark and others, 

1962), A calcareous siltstone in New York Canyon and an ostracode-

bearing siltstone in Sailor Canyon occupy the sarae stratigraphic position 

as the argillaceous liraestone, Probably, these units are no more than 50 

meters thick, The congloraerate unit is composed of 90 percent or more 

well-rounded to angular metachert and siliceous slate fragraents in a fine 

matrix of the same composition, These fragraents raay be as large as 10 

centimeters or raore in diameter and are sirailar in appearance to rocks 

common in the "Duncan chert". Less than 10 percent of the clasts are 

composed of quartz, raetagraywacke, and metatuff(?). According to Clark 

and others (1962), the limestone unit contains post-Paleozoic (Triassic?) 
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fossils including scleractinian corals, large cidarid echinoid spines, 

Pentacrinus-like crinoid columuals with petaloid crenulations on the ar-

ticulating surfaces, and spherical objects resembling Heterasridium, a 

supposed hydrozoan coelenterate of Norian age. 

Snow Mountain Andesite 

The Snow Mountain andesite (Clark, 1930) is an augite-andesite unit 

which crops out in the northeast corner of the study area. It overlies 

the Sailor Canyon Formation and is composed mainly of interlayered flows 

and breccia of Middle or Late Jurassic age (Clark, 1930). Rocks of this 

unit are sirailar in coraposition and texture to the volcanic basal unit 

of the Sailor Canyon Forraation. 

Mesozoic ntrusive Rocks 

Nuraerous dikes and sills of andesitic composition transect and par-

allel beds of the Sailor Canyon Forraation. These intrusive bodies are 

highly altered and contain large amounts of calcite (up to 40 percent), 

possibly of secondary origin. Coramonly, they contain inclusions of 

country rocks. Dikes of sirailar appearance and composition are reported 

in the Blue Canyon Formation from nearby areas (Redmond, 1966). These 

intrusions may be associated with the volcanism which produced the Snow 

Mountain andesite (Clark, 1930). 

A small stock of medium-grained diorite which intrudes rocks of the 

Sailor Canyon Formation in New York Canyon also cuts the andesitic dikes 

and sills. Composition and texture of the diorite suggest that it is 

associated with the Sierra Nevada batholith complex (Clark, 1930). 



CHAPTER III 

DESCRIPTION OF MESOSCOPIC 

STRUCTURES 

A number of important mesoscopic structures were observed and 

mapped in exposures of the Blue Canyon Formation, the Sailor Canyon 

Formation, and the Triassic(?) units. These structures are described 

below xmder the headings of the major rock units in which they occur. 

In each section the structures are first described according to their 

form and appearance in typical exposures, then described in terms of 

their orientations as expressed on equal-area projections. 

Blue Canyon Forraation 

Structural S-Surfaces 

Three structural ^-surfaces are present in rocks of the Blue Canyon 

Forraation; here they are labeled SQ, S , and S . S is defined by bed-

ding, which is considered to include any lithologic layering that is 

clearly a product of sediraentary processes, regardless of subsequent 

deforraation. Bedding is regarded as a structural &-surface because it 

has suffered various types and degrees of deformation which, in turn, 

resulted in structures of differing styles. Ŝ  is a metaraorphic ̂ -sur-

face which is always parallel or sub-parallel to SQ and which is defined 

primarily by microscopic features. On a mesoscopic scale S, forms only 

a weak foliation which approaches the appearance of slaty cleavage in 

pelitic rocks. S-, was not mapped separately from S^ and will not be dis-

cussed further in this chapter. S^ is a steeply dipping metamorphic 
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foliation which consistently strikes to the northwest in Blue Canyon 

rocks. It is most coramon as a slaty cleavage or crenulation (slip) 

cleavage in rocks of high pelitic content. 

Lithology strongly controls the appearance and developraent of S« 

and So iii the study area. Within the "clastic unit" S commonly occurs 

in pelitic beds as crenulation cleavage, particularly where S_ and S^ 

are at a large angle. Where this crenulation cleavage can be traced 

into coarser-grained beds, it attenuates to a weak parting, or dies out 

corapletely. Commonly, SQ is offset along S^ and also is transected by 

zones of disruption or brecciation which parallel S^ (Fig. 8). Where 

SQ and S„ are parallel or sub-parallel, S„ forms a slaty cleavage in 

pelitic beds and, as before, is weak or absent in coarser-grained beds. 

In some exposures of the "clastic unit" nonfoliated lenses and elongate 

blocks of raetawacke appear to "float" in a raatrix of pelitic rocks in 

which So is strongly developed as slaty cleavage. S is absent outside 
* 

the blocks, but within is aligned parallel to the long axes of the blocks 

which, in turn, are parallel or sub-parallel to S^* Across the "clastic 

unit" - "Duncan chert" contact, S^ grades from strongly developed slaty 

and crenulation cleavage in the clastic rocks to a less pervasive cleav-

age in siliceous slate. This cleavage appears transitional between slaty 

cleavage and closely spaced fracture cleavage (Fig. 9). Away from the 

contact with the "clastic unit", S^ is only locally present in the "Dun-

can chert" where pelitic beds, raainly of black slate, crop out. Most of 

the "Duncan chert" consists of gently folded beds of raetachert and sili-

ceous slate which are unfoliated, but are disrupted locally by zones of 

brecciation up to a few meters wide. 
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Figure 8. — Disruption and folding of bedding (S ) by 
cleavage (So) in metasiltstone of thp ige (S2 
"clastic unit". 
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Figure 9. -- Bedding (S^) and cleavage (S ) in siliceous 

slate of the "Duncan chert". Near contact with 
the "clastic unit". 
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Folds 

Folds of SQ are common in the Blue Canyon Forraation, particularly 

within the "Duncan chert". Five styles are distinguished on the basis 

of form and association with cleavage. Informal terminology is used 

below to describe these folds: 

1) Open, concentric folds in metachert and siliceous slate are the 

most numerous (Fig. 10). Wavelengths of these structures range fírom one 

to five meters and apical angles are greater than 90 degrees. Coramonly, 

the folds attenuate in amplitude when traced parallel to their axial 

surfaces. This style of folding is unassociated with cleavage. 

2) Tight folds, characterized by apical angles less than 90 degrees 

and by thinning and thickening of beds on limbs and crests, respectively, 

are locally present in raetachert and siliceous slate. Like the open, 

concentric folds, these tight folds have wavelengths of frora one to five 

raeters and are unassociated with penetrative cleavage. However, a coarse 

fracture cleavage, which bends sigraoidally as it transects lithologic 

layers, coraraonly fans about the fold axes. 

3) Similar folds containing axial plane crenulation cleavage (S^) 

are present in pelitic rocks of both the "clastic unit" and the "Duncan 

chert" (Fig. 11). Limbs of these folds range from very open to tightly 

appressed and truncated. Wavelengths are from less than one centimeter 

to about one meter. Folds with shorter wavelengths are coramonly super-

iii5)osed on those with raoderate to long wavelengths. 

4) A few sraall, isoclinal folds with wavelengths and amplitudes of 

less than ten centiraeters crop out in layers of raetasiltstone and meta-

wacke along the Forest Hill Divide road (Plate I). Axial planes of these 
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Figure 10. — Open folds in raetachert and siliceous slate 
beds (SQ) of the "Duncan chert". 
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2' 

Figure 11. — Similar folds of bedding (S ) with associated 
crenulation cleavage (S^) in black slate of 
the "Duncan chert". 
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folds are approximately perpendicular to nearby orientations of S^; how-

ever, S^ was not observed to transect the folds. 

5) Numerous open, conical folds with wavelengths averaging from 

five to ten centiraeters occur at two localities in black slate of the 

"Duncan chert". The folds contain a weak axial plane cleavage (S^)• 

Lineations 

Lineations present in rocks of the Blue Canyon Formation are of two 

types: 

1. Lineations formed by the intersection of SQ and S . 

2. Lineations forraed by crinkles on bedding surfaces. 

Most lineations mapped are of type 1. 

Orientations of Structural Features 

Orientations of bedding (SQ), cleavage (S-), fold axes, fold axial 

planes, and lineations are shown in equal area projection in Figure 12. 

Five subareas are distinguished on the basis of apparent homogeneous 

domains with respect to SQ. Subarea II is within rocks of the "clastic 

unit" and subareas I, IV, and V are within rocks of the "Duncan chert". 

Subarea III includes rocks of both units. In addition to the projec-

tions shown for each subarea, composite projections of structural feat-

ures for all five subareas are shown on the far right in Figure 12. 

Orientations of bedding (SQ), cleavage (S^), and fold axes are also shown 

on the geologic map of the study area (Plate I). Strike and dip symbols 

for bedding on Plate I represent measureraents at localities least 

affected by rainor folding and disruption. 
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Several interesting georaetrical relationships between subareas and 

between the various types of structures raapped are illustrated in Figure 

12 and on Plate I. S^ (cleavage) is uniforra in orientation throughout 

all five subareas; it has a synoptic strike and dip of N31W and 80SW, 

respectively, as indicated by the heavy dashed line on the composite plot 

in Figure 12. SQ (bedding) is parallel or subparallel to S^ at raost 

localities in subareas I, III, and V. However, in subarea II SQ displays 

wide variations in orientation, and in subarea IV Ŝ , strikes in a general 

east-west direction and dips to the north less steeply than elsewhere. 

As shown on the composite plot of bedding (Fig. 12), SQ forms a strong 

maximum at about the sarae orientation as the raaxiraura of poles to S^, but 

the poles to SQ also appear to be distributed along a great circle (heavy 

dashed line). The beta-axis (3) of this great circle trends N48W and 

plunges 50NW. Fold axes plotted in Figure 12 are shown by utilizing 

different syrabols for the various fold styles described above. Most axes 

are for folds in layered metachert and siliceous slate (styles 1 and 2); 

these are contoured on the composite plot. Axes of folds associated with 

S^ (styles 3 and 5) and an axis of a small .isoclinal fold (style 4) are 

plotted as points on the composite plot so that their orientations raay 

be compared to those of the folds in raetachert and siliceous slate. The 

contoured axes form a strong raaximum, the center point (B, Fig. 13a) of 

which trends N38W and plunges 62NW. Axes of the similar folds in pelitic 

rocks (style 3) plot near or within this raaxiraum. In individual subareas 

fold axes are somewhat dispersed. Orientations of axial planes shown in 

Figure 12 are widely dispersed, but they also form a weak concentration 

parallel to S^- However, these orientations are not representative of 
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the open, concentric folds in metachert inasmuch as raost are for tight 

folds, particularly those with axial plane cleavage (S^)^ The sraall 

number of lineations shown in Figure 12 are widely dispersed in subareas 

IV and V, but are more uniform in orientation in subareas II and III. 

No lineations were measured in subarea I. However, as shown in the com-

posite plot, lineations are dispersed generally in the plane of S^* and 

form a maxiraura, the center point (L, Fig. 13a) of which trends N56W and 

plunges 60NW. Synoptic features 3, B, and L are nearly parallel and are 

oriented close to the plane of S^, as shown in Figure 13a. 

Sailor Canyon Forraation 

Structural S-Surfaces 

Bedding constitutes the only mappable ̂ -surface in rocks of the 

Sailor Canyon Forraation. This _ŝ -surface differs in both appearance and 

orientation from SQ in the Blue Canyon Formation; hence, it is desig-

nated separately as S, • At most localities S, is defined by well-

preserved bedding which is planar or slightly undulating and is contin-

uous on the scale of the width of outcrops (Figs. 14 and 15). However, 

c, locally is folded or contorted chaotically in intraforraational zones 
b 

of disruption which raeasure up to tens of raeters across. Mesoscopic 

foliations are absent, except for a coarse fracture cleavage which 

transects Ŝ  at a few localities. This cleavage displays no consistent 

orientation and it appears unassociated with other structures. 
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I. 

Figure 14. — Bedding (S ) and lamination in siltstone and 
graywacke of the Sailor Canyon Formation. 
Hammer rests on an andesitic dike. 
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Figure 15. — Bedding (S^) of the Sailor Canyon Formation, 
Dip is to the northeast at approximately 
70 degrees. 
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Folds 

Two styles of folds in S, ^'^^ distinguished: 

1) Isoclinal to subisoclinal intraforraational folds (Fig. 16) occur 

at three localities. At one of these localities (in Sailor Canyon south-

east of the Trinidad mine) folds of this type have wavelengths of at 

least 10 meters. 

2) Disharmonic to chaotic folds characterize the intraformational 

zones in which S^ is disrupted (Fig. 17). 

Orientations of Structural Features 

Orientations of S, and of fold axes are shown in Figure 13b and on 

Plate I. S, is consistent in orientation, as indicated by the strong 

single maxiraum of poles to S,, and has a synoptic strike of N25W and dip 

of 64NE (heavy dashed line in Figure 13b). Fold axes vary in orienta-

tion, but commonly are parallel or subparallel to the synoptic plane of 

S, . These axes have shallow to moderate plunges. 

Triassic(?) Units 

Structural S-Surfaces 

Bedding is absent in the Triassic(?) conglomerate unit (Fig. 18); 

however, the contact between this and the underlying Blue Canyon Forma-

tion is approximately planar on a large mesoscopic to macroscopic scale 

(Fig. 19). In individual outcrops this contact is not sharply defined, 

possibly due to disruption and brecciation present at raost localities 

in the congloraerate unit. However, the contact can always be placed 

within a zone no more than a few meters wide. Bedding in the overlying 
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Figure 16. — Isoclinal intraformational fold in calcareous 
graywacke of the Sailor Canyon Forraation. 
Hammer rests on near-horizontal surface. 
Surfaces above and below are near vertical. 
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Figure 17. — Disharmonic folds in shale of the Sailor 
Canyon Formation. 
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Figure 18. — Clasts of raetachert and s i l iceous s l a t e in the 
nonbedded Triassic(?) congloraerate un i t . 
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Figure 19. — View northwest across study area. Red line is 
drawn along the contact between the Blue Canyon 
Forraation (left) and the Mesozoic units (right). 
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limestone and siltstone units is raostly, continuous and undeformed and is 

similar in appearance to S, in the Sailor Canyon Formation. Well-devel-

oped cleavage is absent in the Triassic(?) units, but a foliation defined 

by flattened clasts and anastomosing fractures is present in the conglo-

merate unit. A weakly developed cleavage transects bedding of the silt-

stone unit at one locality. 

Orientations of Structural Features 

Orientations of bedding in the limestone and siltstone units and of 

the foliation present in the congloraerate unit are shown in Figure 13c. 

Bedding strikes northwest and dips northeast, thus, it is sirailar in 

orientation to S, in the Sailor Canyon Forraation. Arrows in Figure 13c 

show the strike of the congloraerate unit as determined by the trace of 

its outcrop pattern across the study area. This strike is N25W, also 

parallel to that of S, • The foliation present in these units strikes 

northwesterly and dips steeply to the southwest. Thus, it is sirailar in 

orientation to So i'̂  ̂ he Blue Canyon Forraation. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIPTION OF MICROSCOPIC 

STRUCTURAL AND TEXTURAL FEATURES 

Microscopic structures and associated raetamorphic textural features 

which occur in rocks of the Blue Canyon Formation, the Sailor Canyon For-

mation, and the Triassic(?) units are described below. These structures 

include a number of ̂ -surfaces which are present on both a mesoscopic and 

microscopic scale. Symbols established in the preceding chapter for the 

mesoscopic appearances of these ̂ -surfaces are retained here. The struc-

tural and textural features are described under the headings of the raajor 

rock units in which they occur. 

Blue Canyon Forraation 

On a raicroscopic scale, rocks of the Blue Canyon Formation are char-

acterized by finely crystalline metamorphic textures in association with 

three prominent ^-surfaces, SQ, S , and S-. SQ is relict bedding and is 

defined by compositional banding and by variations in the size and dis-

tribution of sedimentary clasts and microfossils. S, is parallel or sub-

parallel to SQ and is defined by aligned raineral grains and by apparent 

flattening and elongation of sedimentary clasts and microfossils. S_ is 

a penetrative cleavage delineated in most rocks by either aligned mineral 

grains or planes of crenulation and apparent slip. Microtextural rela-

tionships involving these £-surfaces vary markedly with rock coraposition. 

46 
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Pelitic Rocks 

In slates of both the "clastic unit" and the "Duncan chert" SQ is 

defined by alternating "quartz-rich" and "quartz-poor" bands which 

commonly are folded, offset along other ̂ -surfaces, or contorted chaotic-

ally. Typically, both S-, and S^ are well-developed, S being defined by 

strongly aligned grains of phyllosilicate minerals and S^ by crenulation 

and offset of SQ and S- (Fig. 20). However, in rocks showing very 

strong development of S^, S„ is defined by pods or lenses of varying 

composition aligned parallel to Sn, and S, is absent. In some black 

slates of the "Duncan chert" the "quartz-poor" layers are coraposed pre-

dominately of carbonaceous or other opaque rainerals. In these rocks S_ 

is intensly deforraed, but S-, and S are only weakly expressed (Fig. 21). 

Arenaceous Rocks 

In coarse clastic rocks, such as quartz raetawacke and quartzite, SQ 

is defined by bands which vary in coraposition, in the size of relict 

sedimentary clasts, and in the volumetric ratio of clasts to raatrix. At 

most localities where these rocks crop out, both S-, and S^ are absent, 

and the only microscopic evidence that the rocks have been internally de-

formed is the presence of strained clasts of quartz. In ^etasiltstone 

Sp. commonly is deformed, but less horaogeneously than in slate. Fractures 

and microfaults may parallel S^J which is weakly defined by aligned 

grains of sericite and other phyllosilicate rainerals (Fig. 22), Where 

thin pelitic layers are interbedded with coarse clastic rocks, S^ 

commonly is well-developed in the pelitic layers, but terminates abruptly 

at the layer boundaries. 
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Figure 20. — Photomicrograph of well-developed crenulation 
(S^) in black slate. Surface crenulated is S . 
Corapositional banding (SQ) is offset along S„. 
Sraallest scale unit = .042 ram. Ordinary light. 
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Figure 21. — Photoraicrograph of fold in black slate. Coraposi-
tional bands (SQ) are disrupted and folded by 
apparent movement parallel to S^, which is weakly 
defined by-fractures and aligned grains of sericite. 
Smallest scale unit = .042 mm. Ordinary light. 

a XA5 TECH LIBRAR f̂l 
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Figure 22. — Photomicrograph of raetasiltstone. Corapositional 
bands (SQ) are disrupted and folded by apparent 
movement parallel to S^* which is weakly defined 
by fractures and aligned grains of sericite. 
Smallest scale unit = .042 mm. Ordinary light. 
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Metachert and Siliceous Slate 

In siliceous rocks of the "Duncan chert" SQ is defined by compos-

itional banding and by banding which results from variations in the 

amounts of "relict radiolarians" and other possible microfossils. In 

contrast to those in pelitic rocks, all bands are "quartz-rich", but vary 

in percentages of phyllosilicate and opaque minerals. In siliceous slate 

S-^ is defined by grains of phyllosilicate rainerals aligned parallel or at 

a small angle to SQ (Fig. 23). In both siliceous slate and metachert the 

apparent flattening of "relict radiolarians" to an elongated form and the 

presence of amorphous "stringers" of opaque rainerals aligned parallel or 

subparallel to SQ raay be related to the development of S (Fig. 24). S„ 

is absent in most metachert, but it is present locally in siliceous 

slate, where it is defined by aligned mineral grains. S^ commonly is 

disrupted in the purest metachert and may be offset along fractures and 

thin mortar zones which are either random in orientation or show a weak 

alignment (S^)^ Where siliceous slate containing a well-expressed S„ is 

interbedded with pelitic rocks, the character of S^ coramonly changes at 

layer boundaries from aligned mineral grains in the siliceous slate to 

crenulation cleavage in the pelitic rocks (Fig. 25). 

Sailor Canyon Forraation 

At most localities rocks of the Sailor Canyon Formation display no 

tectonic ̂ -surfaces and have not been strongly recrystallized. Hence, 

dominant features in the raicroscopic fabric of these rocks are of sed-

imentary origin. Microscopic folds in bedding, S^, are contained in 

some rocks, but they are not associated with penetrative secondary 
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Figure 23. — Photoraicrograph of siliceous slate showing well-

developed crystallinity. S-, and S^ are defined 
by aligned grains of muscovite. Grains which 
define S-i are mainly larger than those which 
define S^* S^ is parallel to SQ (not seen at 
this scale). Smallest scale unit =,0042 mm. 
Nicols crossed. 
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Figure 24. — Photomicrograph of metachert. Dark color is 
due to high iron oxide content. S-, parallels 
bedding planes (S^, not seen) and is defined 
by apparent slight elongation of "relict 
radiolarians" (light colored circular to 
eliptical areas) and by "stringers" of opaque 
minerals. Fractures and "stringers" tran-
secting S.| may be S • Sraallest scale unit = 
.042 mm. Ordinary light. 
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Figure 25. — Photomicrograph showing layers (S^) of black slate 
(dark colored) and siliceous slate (light colored) 
in the axial area of a tight mesoscopic fold. So 
parallels the axial plane of the fold and is defined 
by crenulation planes in the black slate and aligned 
sericite grains in the siliceous slate. Surface 
crenulated is S-, • Smallest scale unit = .042 ram. 
Nicols crossed. 
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£-surfaces or with recrystallization. The only tectonically penetrative 

^-surface in rocks of the Sailor Canyon Formation is a local feature 

which occurs only in rocks which are within a few hundred meters of the 

contact with the Triassic(?) units. This ̂ -surface, which is not 

observed on a mesoscopic scale, transects S, and is defined by very 

small, aligned grains of phyllosilicate minerals (Fig. 26). In a few 

samples quartz pressure shadows extend from pyrite porphyroblasts and 

parallel this ̂ -surface. 

Triassic(?) Units 

The Triassic(?) conglomerate unit is characterized by a penetrative, 

tectonic ̂ -surface defined by anastoraosing fractures and thin mortar 

zones, "stringers" of opaque and phyllosilicate rainerals, aligned grains 

of phyllosilicate minerals, and elongate sedimentary clasts. This 

s-surface, here labled S , is only weakly developed in some samples 

(Figs. 27, 28), but in others, is sufficiently strong to obliterate 

original sedimentary textures (Fig. 29). In saraples in which S is 

weakly developed, raany sedimentary clasts contain internal ^-surfaces 

(S.) similar in appearance to S„ and S- in Blue Canyon rocks (Figs. 27, 

28). Samples from the limestone unit display no penetrative ̂ -surfaces; 

those from the siltstone unit may show a weak ̂ -surface defined by 

aligned phyllosilicate grains. This ̂ -surface transects bedding and is 

similar in appearance to the ̂ -surface in nearby rocks of the Sailor 

Canyon Formation. 
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Figure 26. — Photomicrograph of weak ̂ -surface defined by aligned 
sericite grains in a sample from the lower portion 
of the Sailor Canyon Formation. Smallest scale unit 
= .042 mm. Nicols crossed. 
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Figure 27. -- Photomicrograph showing deformed slate clast (dark 
colored) in the Triassic(?) congloraerate unit. The 
clast contains an internal ŝ -surface (S.) defined by 
aligned sericite grains and "stringers" of opaque 
minerals. S. is transected by a poorly developed 
external ^-surface (S )• Smallest scale unit = 
.042 mm. Ordinary light. 
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Figure 28. — Photomicrograph showing clasts of metachert and 
siliceous slate in a sample from the Triassic(?) 
conglomerate unit. The rock matrix contains a 
poorly developed ̂ -surface (S^) defined by frac-
tures, aligned sericite grains, and "stringers" 
of opaque and phyllosilicate minerals. Clast 
containing "relict radiolarians" (right edge of 
picture) displays an internal ̂ -surface (S•). 
Smallest scale unit = .042 mm. Ordinary light. 
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Figure 29. — Photomicrograph of sample from Triassic(?) conglo-

merate unit containing well-developed ^-surface (S ) 
defined by anastomosing fractures, elongated clasts, 
"stringers" of opaque and phyllosilicate minerals, 
and aligned sericite grains. Clast boundaries are 
indistinct. Smallest scale unit = .042 mm. 
Nicols crossed. 



CHAPTER V 

INTERPRETATION OF MESOSCOPIC 

AND MICROSCOPIC FABRICS 

Below, interpretations are given for the descriptive structural data 

presented in preceding chapters. Separate interpretations were made for 

the three major rock units in which mesoscopic and microscopic.structures 

are found. Follbwing these is an interpretation of structural relation-

ships between the three major units. 

Blue Canyon Forraation 

Only one major deformational event is well-expressed in the meso-

scopic and microscopic fabrics of the Blue Canyon Formation. However, 

this event is referred to as D^ because of the possibility of an earlier 

deformational event, here labled D,(?). Evidence for D (?) is obscured 

by the nature and intensity of D^* which makes the preceding deforma-

tional history of the formation difficult to establish. Below, char-

acteristics of the Do event are discussed first, followed by a discus-

sion of those mesoscopic and microscopic features which are not clearly 

associated with D^, but possibly with an earlier event (D ?). 

D2 Event 

The general axis of folding associated with D^ is defined by the 

synoptic structural features B, 3, and L (Fig. 13a), which trend N38-56W 

and plunge 50-62NW. In addition to their distribution about 3, SQ 

60 
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orientations form strong maxima subparallel to S^ (composite bedding, 

Fig. 12) suggesting that as S^ developed, SQ rotated into the plane of 

S^* This proposed transposition of S into S. is a product of several 

deformational mechanisms which varied with lithology. Pelitic rocks 

deformed by penetrative shear, apparently in two phases. The first 

phase involved slip along discrete surfaces (S^) to produce crenulation 

of S-^ and similar folds in S . The second phase began as the folds in S 

approached an isoclinal form. This phase involved intergranular slip and 

mineral growth to produce slaty cleavage (S ). As this cleavage became 

strongly developed, SQ, expressed as compositional banding, was trans-

posed into So^ The crenulation cleavage is preserved in rocks in which 

this second phase of deformation was not profound (Figs. 11, 20). Pro-

bably, the resulting expression of movement was partly a product of lith-

ology; crenulation cleavage is most common in thin, pelitic beds which 

are interlayered with metawacke or metachert. Beds of coarse clastic 

rocks, such as metawacke and quartzite, were fractured and offset par-

allel to the plane of S^* ^^t at most localities these rocks were not 

penetratively deformed. Where pelitic rocks and coarse clastic rocks 

originally were interlayered, beds of coarse clastic rocks commonly were 

broken into segments which rotated as internally competent blocks in a 

pelitic matrix. The deformational mechanism in metasiltstone was tran-

sitional between that in pure pelites and that in coarse clastic rocks. 

Metasiltstone coramonly shows evidence of both brittle rupturing and weak 

penetrative deforraation (Figs. 8, 22). Siliceous slate and metachert of 

the "Duncan chert" deformed mainly by flexure-slip and flexure-flow fold-

ing, with the continuity of SQ being broken only in local areas of rapid 
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or prolonged moveraent, where disruption and brecciation occurred. 

Metamorphism associated with D^ ^as primarily of the incipient 

greenschist facies, as indicated by the fine-grained phyllosilicate mine-

rals which define So in some rocks (Figs. 23,25). However, destruction 

of pre-existing rock textures unaccompanied by synkinematic recrystall-

ization appears to have taken place locally, particularly in phyllosili-

cate-deficient rocks such as metachert, quartzite, and relatively clean 

metasiltstone. This destruction is evident on a mesoscopic scale by 

zones of disruption and brecciation and on a microscopic scale by mortar 

zones, fractures, microfaults, and amorphous "stringers" or "streaks" of 

phyllosilicate and carbonaceous minerals. Thus, the response of quartz 

to deforming stresses associated with D/̂  was predominately cataclastic, 

whereas deformation of micaeous minerals was accompained chiefly by 

synkinematic recrystallization. Rocks which were not penetratively de-

formed, such as the blocks of metawacke and quartzite which "float" in a 

sheared matrix, commonly display only weak static metamorphism. 

Large structures, approximately on the scale of subareas, associated 

with Do â^Ê not clearly defined by the data displayed in Figures 12 and 

13, and on Plate I. Possibly, subareas II and IV represent axial areas 

of major isoclinal or subisoclinal folds, because SQ coramonly is at a 

large angle to So in these subareas. However, structures of this size, 

if present, cannot be traced in the field. Identification of structures 

at this scale may be complicated by pre-existing structures, or perhaps 

transposition occurred primarily on mesoscopic and microscopic scales, 

without creating easily determined larger structures. Hence, the varia-

tion in orientations of SQ in different subareas may indicate only an 
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areal variation in the degree of transposition and in the intensity of 

deformation which occurred during D^. This interpretation is consistent 

with the low-teraperature metamorphism and inhomogeneous style of defor-

mation associated with D^* as observed in outcrops and thin sections. 

D-|̂ (?) Event 

Certain features and relationships in the raesoscopic and raicroscopic 

fabrics of the Blue Canyon Formation suggest a period of deforraation 

which preceded Hy The raicroscopic textural features associated with S., 

are of particular iraportance. In pelitic rocks S^ is defined by synkine-

matic phyllosilicate minerals which were crenulated and offset during the 

developraent of S^ (Fig^ 20). Hence, S^ predates S„ and appears, there-

fore, to be associated either with an earlier deformational event (D^?) 

or with an early phase in Do* The small, isoclinal folds (style 4) 

found locally in rocks of the "clastic unit" appear unrelated to D^* 

These folds also could be an expression of D-.(?)^ 

In siliceous rocks the features which define S-,, such as elongated 

microfossils, aligned mineral grains, and the general "flattened" appear-

ance of bedding, probably are associated with flexure folding. Much of 

this folding appears associated with D^, because the maxiraum of fold axes 

(B) is subparallel to 3 and is approximately in the plane of S^ 

(Fig^ 13a). However, apparent weak dispersals in the orientations of 

fold axes, axial planes, and lineations shown on the composite plots and 

the plots for individual subareas in Figure 12 sûggest that SQ was not 

planar at the onset of D^. Hence, a period of flexure folding (D^?) raay 

have preceded the folding which occurred during Do^ An altemate 
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mterpretation of these dispersals is that they reflect only inhomo-

geniety with respect to the rate and direction of movement during D^* 

Finally, SQ may not have been horizontal prior to D^, as suggested by the 

apparent rotation of SQ about a moderately plunging axis (3) during D^. 

This nonhorizontal attitude could have resulted from a prior deforma-

tional event (D-, ?) • 

Sailor Canyon Formation 

The deformational history of the Sailor Canyon Formation apparently 

consists of a single event involving tilting of the unit to the northeast 

as a single block, at least on the scale of the study area. This tilting 

is suggested by the consistent northwest strike and northeast dip of bed-

ding (Sî > Fig^ 13b) and by the apparent lack of widespread internal de-

formation in the unit. The formation may have been tilted in association 

with large-scale fold or fault development. The origin of weak penetra-

tive deformation and the associated ^-surface in rocks near the base of 

the formation is uncertain. Possibly, these features represent an inci-

pient axial plane cleavage associated with the large-scale folding sug-

gested above. 

The intraformational folds and chaotic zones within the Sailor 

Canyon succession may be wholly or partly nontectonic features. They 

appear to have developed in "soft", unconsolidated sediments and, hence, 

probably are peneconteraporaneous features. However, they could be tec-

tonic in part, a product of gravity sliding of unconsolidated or partly 

consolidated sediments off a local "tectonic high". Presence of vol-

canic sediraentary rocks and polymictic conglomerates in the upper por-

tion of the Sailor Canyon section suggests deposition of the formation 
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in an orogenic environment. 

Triassic(?) Units 

Structures and structural relationships of the Triassic(?) units 

are transitional in appearance between those found in the Blue Canyon 

and Sailor Canyon Formations. The N25-30W strike of the conglomerate 

unit and the northwesterly strike and northeasterly dip of the overlying 

siltstone and limestone units (Fig. 13c) suggest that these rocks are 

conformable with the Sailor Canyon Forraation and, hence, were involved 

in the tilting experienced by the latter formation. However, because 

the Triassic(?) units, particularly the conglomerate unit, contain a 

structural ̂ -surface (S ) similar in appearance and orientation to S^ in 

the Blue Canyon Formation (Figs. 13, 29), these rocks raay have undergone 

the Do deforraation as well. No penetrative ̂ -surface parallels bedding 

in the Triassic units. Thus, evidence that these rocks were affected by 

the D-|(?) event is lacking. Clasts within the conglomerate unit probably 

are derived from the "Duncan chert". The similarity of S^ within these 

clasts to S-1 in the "Duncan chert" suggests that D.. (?) occurred prior "to 

deposition of the Triassic(?) units. 

Relationships Between Major 

Lithologic Unlts 

An interpretation of the history of the study area must explain the 

sharp contrast which exists between the Sailor Canyon and Blue Canyon 

Formations with respect to number, intensity, and style of deforraational 

and metamorphic events. An understanding of the contact between the Blue 
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Canyon Formation and the Triassic(?) units is vital to such an interpre-

tation. It is concluded that this contact is an angular unconformity, as 

suggested by Lindgren (1900) and Clark and others (1962), a conclusion 

based on the divergence of bedding between the units in the northern por-

tion of the study area and on the absence of evidence for a major fault 

between the units. However, an assumption cannot be made that all pene-

trative deformation present in the Blue Canyon Formation occurred prior 

to deposition of the Triassic(?) units and the Sailor Canyon Formation. 

First, the feature mapped as So î ^ rocks of the Blue Canyon Forma-

tion apparently is identical to the foliation (S ) present in the Tri-

assic(?) conglomerate unit, as evidenced by the similarity in synoptic 

orientations of S^ ^ d S (Fig. 13). The weak tectonic ̂ -surfaces in 

the Triassic(?) siltstone unit and in the lower portion of the Sailor 

Canyon Formation also may be expressions of S^ • Like S^, these surfaces 

commonly are defined by aligned sericite grains and pressure shadows. 

Thus, So does not terminate abruptly at the unconformity between the Blue 

Canyon Formation and the overlying Triassic(?) units, but apparently 

continues across these units and dies out in the Sailor Canyon Formation. 

Further, the synoptic strike of S^ iri the Blue Canyon Formation is nearly 

parallel to the synoptic strike of bedding in the Mesozoic units (N25-

30W, Figs. 13b and 13c). These relationships suggest that the develop-

ment of S^ is associated with tilting of the Mesozoic rocks. 

Second, if the only deformation experienced by rocks of the study 

area since deposition of the Mesozoic units was simple tilting to the 

northeast (Figs. 30a and 30b), the pre-tilt synoptic strike and dip of 

S^ would be N35W and 37NE, respectively, assuming subsequent rotation 
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Figure 30. -- Interpretation of the study area assuming D^ occurred 
prior to deposition of the Mesozoic units. (a) Before 
rotation. Beds of the Sailor Canyon Formation are 
horizontal and S, in the Blue Canyon Formatxon dips 
to the northeast at approximately 37 degrees. 
(b) Following rotation of the units about a horizontal 
axis to their present attitudes. 
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was about an approximately horizontal axis. In addition, 3, B, and L 

would plunge shallowly to the northeast. Such structural orientations 

are unknown in the Sierra Nevada, and the developraent of a shallow-

dipping slaty cleavage is uncoramon. However, the unrotated configuration 

of a northwesterly striking, steeply dipping foliation and moderately to 

steeply plunging fold axes characterize a large portion of the Sierra 

Nevada Range. Thus, it is unlikely that the entire range was rotated as 

a single unit through 60 degrees or more of arc during post-D^ time 

(Fig. 30b). 

An interpretation of the study area which depicts development of S^ 

and tilting of the Mesozoic units as a product of a single deformational 

event, Dn, is illustrated in Figure 31. Prior to D-, the Mesozoic units 

are assumed to have unconformably overlain the Blue Canyon Formation 

(Fig. 31a). The Paleozoic beds are shown to be mildly deformed prior to 

D_, possibly as a result of the D.(?) event; however, it should be remem-

bered that evidence for the nature and structural configuration of these 

beds prior to Do is inconclusive. During D„, penetrative deformation 

attenuated upward and eastward, so that rocks of the Blue Canyon Forma-

tion were undergoing strong shearing and cleavage (S^) development, 

while rocks of the Sailor Canyon Forraation were experiencing tilting and, 

possibly, intraformational deformation by gravity sliding (Figs. 31b and 

31c). This interpretation is similar to an infrastructure-suprastructure 

relationship, wherein rocks at different structural levels respond diff-

erently during deformation. However, it is not implied that the uncon-

formity at the base of the Mesozoic succession was a locus of tectonic 

displacement between the structural levels. Instead, the rapid transi-

tion in deformational response across the unconformity probably was 





Figure 31. — Interpretation of the study area assuming the 
development of S^ and the tilting of the Mesozoic 
units occurred during the same deformational event 
(D^). (a) Before Do. The Mesozoic units 
unconformably overlie the Blue Canyon Forraation. 
(b) During D^. Shearing and cleavage development 
(S^) attenuate upward and eastward. Sailor Canyon 
Formation experiences uplift and eastward tilting. 
(c) After Do* Blue Canyon Formation is intensly 
deformed, Sailor Canyon Formation dips moderately 
to the east. 
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controlled by the strongly contrasting lithologies of the Blue Canyon 

and Sailor Canyon Formations. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE 

REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Conclusions 

Rocks of the study area were affected by at least one, and possibly 

two major deformational events, D-,(?) and D̂ ^ D^(?) is not a conclu-

sively defined event in the structural history of the study area. Struc-

tural trends and deformational styles associated with D-|̂ (?) are unknown. 

Possibly, D-j (?) is a Late Paleozoic event, as suggested by the following: 

1) An angular unconformity between the Blue Canyon Forraation and 

overlying Mesozoic units. 

2) A locally penetrative ̂ -surface, S-. , in rocks of the Blue Canyon 

Forraation which predates S^ and may, therefore, predate D̂ ^ 

3) Locally occurring intrafolial folds, which may predate D^, in 

the "clastic unit" of the Blue Canyon Formation. 

4) Dispersals in the orientation of mesoscopic structural features 

which may be accounted for by two periods of deformation. 

D , of late Mesozoic age, is characterized by flexure folding and 

locally penetrative shear in the Blue Canyon Formation and by tilting of 

the Sailor Canyon Formation, probably in association with major fold dev-

elopment. D^ deformational intensity and style varied strongly with 

lithology, and metaraorphic raineral growth was of very low grade. Pro-

bably, rocks of both the Blue Canyon Forraation and the Mesozoic succes-

sion were deformed at relatively high structural levels. 

72 
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Foliation planes^'S^* i^ the Blue Canyon Formation and bedding 

planes, S^, in the Sailor Canyon Formation strike north-northwesterly, 

parallel to the regional structural trend of the Sierra Nevada. The 

steep, westerly dip of S^ and the moderate, easterly dip of S suggest 

that the study area is on the eastern limb of a major anticline or anti-

clinorium which formed during D^^ On mesoscopic and microscopic scales 

the intensity of deformation decreases from west to east. This suggests 

that a locus of maximum deformational intensity associated with D„ lies 

to the west of the study area, possibly in the core, or axial area, of 

the inferred anticline or anticlinorium. 

Possible Regional Significance 

If D-,(?) is an event of regional extent, it may be an expression of 

the Sonoma Orogeny, which affected portions of the western Cordillera 

during Perraain-Triassic time. D^ is probably a product of the Late Jur-

assic Nevadan Orogeny, during which rocks of the Sierra Nevada were 

sheared, folded, and faulted along north to northwesterly trends. Defor-

mation and raetaraorphism associated with the Nevadan event apparently are 

of a lesser intensity in the study area than in areas to the west. The 

"structural axis" (McMath, 1966) of the Sierra Nevada, with respect to 

the Nevadan Orogeny, may be along a Nevadan anticline or anticlinorium 

located somewhere within the Central Belt, Possibly, rocks of the 

Westem Belt represent the western limb of this structure. Such an 

interpretation implies that structures associated with the Nevadan 

Orogeny were produced primarily by vertical shear. 

Along the boundary between the Central and Western Belts, contacts 
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between Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks are commonly faulted. Evidence for 

an angular unconformity is generally lacking in this region. Some inves-

tigators of the western Sierra Nevada report that minor fold axes and 

Imeations plunge at moderate to steep angles in Paleozoic rocks and at 

shallow to moderate angles in Mesozoic rocks (for example, Clark, 1964). 

These differences in orientations of minor structures raay result from 

differences in the orientation of bedding prior to deformation, rather 

than from multiple periods of intense, penetrative deformation. Hence, 

most of the more conspicuous structures could be "Nevadan" in age. 
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